Hybridization chain reaction-based instantaneous derivatization technology for chemiluminescence detection of specific DNA sequences.
We propose here a new amplifying strategy that uses hybridization chain reaction (HCR) to detect specific sequences of DNA, where stable DNA monomers assemble on the magnetic beads only upon exposure to a target DNA. Briefly, in the HCR process, two complementary stable species of hairpins coexist in solution until the introduction of initiator reporter strands triggers a cascade of hybridization events that yield nicked double helices analogous to alternating copolymers. Moreover, a "sandwich-type" detection strategy is employed in our design. Magnetic beads, which are functionalized with capture DNA, are reacted with the target, and sandwiched with the above nicked double helices. Then, chemiluminescence (CL) detection proceeds via an instantaneous derivatization reaction between a specific CL reagent, 3,4,5-trimethoxylphenylglyoxal (TMPG), and the guanine nucleotides within the target DNA, reporter strands and DNA monomers for the generation of light. Our results clearly show that the amplification detection of specific sequences of DNA achieves a better performance (e.g. wide linear response range, low detection limit, and high specificity) as compared to the traditional sandwich type (capture/target/reporter) assays. Upon modification, the approach presented could be extended to detect other types of targets. We believe that this simple technique is promising for improving medical diagnosis and treatment.